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Abstract
Advanced 3D microstructural analysis in natural sciences and engineering depends ever more on modern
data acquisition and imaging technologies such as micro-computed or synchrotron tomography and interactive
visualization. The acquired high-resolution volume data sets have sizes in the order of tens to hundreds of GBs,
and typically exhibit spatially complex internal structures. Such large structural volume data sets represent a
grand challenge to be explored, analyzed and interpreted by means of interactive visualization, since the amount
of data to be rendered is typically far beyond the current performance limits of interactive graphics systems.
As a new approach to tackle this bottleneck problem, we employ higher-order tensor approximations (TAs). We
demonstrate the power of TA to represent, and focus on, structural features in volume data. We show that TA
yields a high data reduction at competitive rate distortion and that, at the same time, it provides a natural means
for multiscale volume feature representation.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/Image
Generation—Viewing algorithms I.4.7 [Computer Graphics]: Feature Measurement—Feature representation
1. Introduction
Non-invasive analysis of organismic structures, tissue and
materials with microtomographic techniques has seen a
rapid development over the past few years. Micro-computed
X-ray tomography (µCT) as now become a standard tool e.g.
in clinically-oriented medical research, especially in bone
biology. As a relatively recent technology, Synchrotron To-
mography (ST) has opened up new areas of research at
the sub-micrometer level. Multidimensional microstructural
data sets from such advanced 3D scanning technologies reg-
ularly reach sizes in the order of tens to hundreds of GB.
These large 3D data volumes not only represent an immense
amount of information, but also exhibit an increasing level of
detail of internal structure in space and time, resulting in a
high degree of complexity at different scales. Such data sets
typically contain a variety of structures at different levels of
scale. These structures are often repetitive, but do not have
fractal properties. One of the most recent 3D scanning tech-
nologies – phase contrast Synchrotron Tomography (pcST)
– has become of special interest for the non-invasive anal-
ysis of growth microstructures in hard tissues of living and
fossil species [TS08]. For example, pcST permits identifica-
tion of patterns of daily enamel deposition in fossil hominid
teeth, and counting the resulting incremental growth lines
on virtual dental cross sections permits an estimate of the
age at death of a fossil specimen with an precision of several
days. However, current graphics systems do not permit to
extract, characterize and visualize the actual growth struc-
tures, which typically exhibit a complex three-dimensional
pattern [JSM03, MJS03]. There is therefore a need for com-
puter graphics methods which permit full characterization
and interactive visualization of internal structures of very
large data volumes.
The large amount of 3D data acquired requires extensive
preprocessing prior to rendering for visual exploration since
the sheer amount of data and the constraints for interactive
visualization go well beyond established rendering technolo-
gies and exceed commonly available graphics hardware ca-
pacities. Hence it is crucial to develop visualization meth-
ods that readily adaptable not only to the size but also the
structural information contained in the volume data, so as to
support interactive frame rates at high display quality. The
grand challenge today is thus to make the implicit informa-
tion contained in structural volume data explicitly available,
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i.e. to render it in an interactive visual form that is readily
understandable by the user. Meeting this challenge not only
requires further developments in interactive visualization of
large data volumes, but it also implies research into new
methods of multiscale feature-preserving data reduction.
1.1. Contributions
The contributions of our work are manifold. We demonstrate
the power of a tensor approximation (TA) based feature-
preserving data reduction method for multidimensional vol-
ume data sets. The presented TA approach extracts and re-
veals the salient volume features at multiple scales (1) and
supports progressive and selective reconstruction (2), while
at the same time still achieving good rate distortion (3) even
compared to state-of-the-art approaches such as wavelet
transforms (WT). In contrast to other very successful mul-
tiresolution oriented techniques such as WT, which essen-
tially provide progressive accuracy on a corresponding spa-
tial resolution, the TA inherently captures the significant spa-
tial features at different scales but supports their reconstruc-
tion at the original or at any sub-sampled spatial resolution.
Thus the TA is more appropriate to preserve and highlight
structural features independent from the reconstruction reso-
lution, as demonstrated by our experimental results. We pro-
vide a proof-of-concept for TA as a suitable mathematical
framework for multiscale feature representation in volume
data.
2. Related Work
During the last years, there has been an enormous increase
in processor speed, memory size and disk storage capacity.
However, due to similar technological progress in data ac-
quisition systems, there always exists a gap between the size
acquired data and the amount of data that can efficiently be
processed in memory. Accordingly, in the context of interac-
tive visualization and exploration there is an ongoing need to
reduce and optimize the amount of data to be processed. A
fundamental concept of data reduction is to remove redun-
dant and irrelevant information while preserving the most
relevant features. Techniques of data reduction are thus di-
rectly linked to concepts and techniques of data compres-
sion, noise reduction and feature recognition/extraction.
An early data reduction approach has been intro-
duced with the Fourier Transform.With the Wavelet
Transform (WT) any input signal can be decomposed
into a localized frequency domain. Today, the WT is
a standard method for compressed volume data repre-
sentation (developed by [Mur93] and refined by e.g.,
[GEA96, IP98, Rod99, KS99, NS01, GWGS02, SW03])
because it can represent the signal’s frequency components
more compactly than FT and can be localized in space.
However, the bases retrieved from the classical multi-
resolution decomposition approaches like WT are obtained
regardless of the structures within the data sets. Even tough
the bases of WT are adaptively obtained, the WT bases re-
sult from convolutions along the three major spatial axes
xyz with predefined 1D filters, i.e., the compression ratio as
well as the bases are limited to these axes. We therefore call
these bases axis-aligned bases. However, significant features
in structural volume data are typically not aligned along
axes xyz, such that techniques are required which produce
feature-aligned bases.
In recent years, tensor-based approxima-
tions (TAs) have become a significant research
topic in data compression and visualization
[VT04, WWS∗05, TS06, WA08, WXC∗08, YWT∗09].
With TA models, the dimension and size of a data set
can be reduced and at the same time the data may be
transformed into a compact multilinear representation.
In its essence, TA represents an extension of the concept
of principal components analysis (PCA) to multi-modal
input data. While the PCA computes the data correla-
tions in two modes the TA does it for N modes. With
a three-way [KDL80, Kro3c, TBDLK87] or N-way
[dLdMV00a, dLdMV00b] analysis, the input data is de-
composed into multilinear components consisting of one
core tensor and a basis matrix for each mode, the so called
Tucker model [Tuc66]. These components store the relevant
data, i.e., the direction of the features, and achieve at the
same time very high compression ratios. Consequently,
the original data is approximated with its most relevant
components. The volume can ergo be approximated and
represented in its new intrinsic domain representation,
which responds to the features contained in the volume data
set. The bases in the TA approach are found by taking into
account a combination of the matrix correlations along each
mode. Such matrix correlations show, in particular when
applied with multiple resolutions, the directions of features
we look for. That is why we call such bases feature-aligned
bases.
Furthermore, the WT is typically applied recursively
yielding a multiresolution analysis decomposition of the in-
put data. As such the WT defines a multiresolution hierar-
chy of coefficients representing some sort of localized av-
erage and detail information. Each coefficient is responsible
to improve the approximation of the original data in some
well defined and fixed sized spatial region. Hence the WT
is particularly designed to minimize the mean scalar differ-
ences between approximated and original data at different
spatial resolutions, with the higher-level coefficients gener-
ally being more important but corresponding to larger lo-
cally averaged and blurred data. In contrast, the TA provides
an approximation of the original data not at multiple spa-
tial resolutions but instead at multiple scales of feature ex-
pressiveness. In addition to previous use of TA in graphics,
which focused mainly on image ensembles, we demonstrate
the TA’s strong feature-preserving characteristic in 3D vol-
umes and analyze its difference to WT, also computationally.
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Moreover, we demonstrate that volume reconstruction can
be done not only progressively in approximation quality but
as well variable in resolution and selective in space. This as-
pect is important to design interactive visualization systems
on TA based volume representations.
Features have been expressed differently in the past.
While with PCA the features are expressed in a vector (1st -
order tensor), in image ensembles [WA08, YWT∗09] the
features are represented in a matrix (2nd-order tensor), in
our TA-approach, we aim to express the features in three
modes (3rd-order tensor), which is, with the tensor decom-
position, consisting of three basis matrices and a core tensor.
The expressiveness of features in three modes is for some
applications more important than mere scalar approximation
accuracy.
3. Tensor Decomposed Volume Representation
Our aim is to define a compact feature-preserving data rep-
resentation in the context of structural volume visualization.
The TA framework can achieve this goal through the de-
composition of the volume data into a reduced set of bases.
Hence the task is to find bases such that the decomposition
performs an effective data reduction while retaining all rele-
vant features.
3.1. Tensor Decomposition and Approximation
A tensor is a higher-order generalization of an array: A
vector is a 1st -order tensor, a matrix a 2nd-order ten-
sor and a volume is a 3rd-order tensor. In tensor ap-
proximation approaches the input data is represented as
a higher-order tensor and is decomposed into multilin-
ear components, the so called Tucker model [Tuc66].
This decomposition is usually implemented as an al-
ternating least squares (ALS) algorithm, e.g. TUCKALS
[KDL80, Kro3c, TBDLK87], a higher-order singular value
decomposition (HOSVD) [dLdMV00a], or a higher-order
orthogonal iteration (HOOI) [dLdMV00b].
With TA models, the dimension and size of a data set can
be reduced and at the same time this data set is transformed
into a compact multilinear representation. This works as fol-
lows: A Nth-order input tensor A is decomposed into dif-
ferent components with reduced ranks, i.e., one core tensor
B and N basis matrices U(1),U(2) . . .U(N), so called Tucker
tensors [Tuc66]. Then a tensor rank reduction is performed
on the Tucker model in a similar way like a matrix rank
reduction. The rank reduction is carried out to remove re-
dundancy and to get a coarser level of abstraction of the
original data set. Consequently, with TA only the relevant
components of the original data set are stored in the tensor
decomposition. This tensor decomposition can then be used
to reconstruct an approximation A˜ of the original data set
A. As an additional benefit, a high compression ratio can be
achieved by storing the tensor decomposition instead of the
original data set.
For volume rendering, the TA can be exploited by selec-
tively reconstructing a reduced-rank volume A˜ from its de-
composition as required. This can include a specific initial
rank-reduced reconstruction level and subsequent progres-
sively higher-rank approximations. Furthermore, as we out-
lined in Section 4, volume sub-regions can be reconstructed,
also at varying spatial resolution.
3.2. Reduced Rank Tensor Decomposition
In the TA approach, a multi-modal data array or tensor A,
is approximated by reduced-rank tensors, i.e., the ranks of
some core and basis tensors are reduced. For a real Nth-order
tensor A ∈ RI1×I2···×IN of size ∏Ni=1 Ii, a reduced-rank ap-
proximation can be defined in two ways:
i A rank-1 approximation is defined as A˜ = λ · U(1) ⊗
U(2) · · · ⊗ U(N) from the tensor-product or the outer-
product ⊗ of its basis vectors U(k) ∈ RIk and scalar λ.
Hence a tensor A can also be approximated by a linear
combination of rank-1 approximations as A˜ = ∑Rr=1 λr ·
U(1)r ⊗U(2)r · · ·⊗U(N)r , which is called a rank-R approx-
imation. This approximation, however, is just a special
case of the following definition, which we will adopt in
this work. The rank-1 approximation is also known as the
parallel factor analysis (PARAFAC) or the canonical de-
composition (CANDECOMP).
ii Alternatively, a rank-(R1,R2, . . .RN) approximation of
A is formulated as finding a lower-rank tensor A˜ ∈
RI1×I2···×IN with rankn(A˜) = Rn ≤ rankn(A), where
rankn(A) is the order of the vector space of the n-mode
vectors ofA. The n-mode vectors of a multi-modal array,
tensor, correspond to the row-vectors or column-vectors
of a matrix. We will continue with this more general defi-
nition of a reduced-rank tensor approximation. The rank-
(R1,R2, . . .RN) approximation is also referred to as the
Tucker model.
In general, a reduced-rank approximation is sought
such that the least-squares difference is minimized: A˜ =
argmin(A˜) ‖ A− A˜ ‖2. In the latter approach (ii), the ap-
proximated tensor can be represented as A˜ = B×1 U(1)×2
U(2) · · · ×N U(N) from the n-mode product ×n of basis ten-
sors in a given reduced rank space. Given that (R1, . . .RN)
are sufficiently smaller than the initial data dimensions
(I1, . . . IN), the core tensor B ∈ RR1×R2···×RN and the ba-
sis matrices U(k) ∈ RIk×Rk together give rise to a compact
approximation A˜ of the original tensor A. For a rank-R ap-
proximation (i) above, all Ri are equal and the core tensor
essentially becomes diagonal.
In Figure 1 we illustrate the (ii) tensor decomposition for a
3rd-order tensor, or volume data set. Note that the three basis
matrices U(k=1...3) represent a set of Rk column vectors each
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of length Ik, and the core tensor B is a volume of reduced
dimensionality R1×R2×R3.
We can implement A˜ = B×1 U(1)×2 U(2)×3 U(3) as a
weighted sum over outer vector products
A˜= ∑
r,s,t
B[r,s, t] ·U(1)(r) ⊗U
(2)
(s) ⊗U
(3)
(t) , (1)
with U(r) indicating the r-th column vector of basis matrix
U and the indices r,s, t going from 1 to R1,R2,R3 respec-
tively. Hence for every index combination r,s, t a volume of
original size is reconstructed by the outer-products, which is
weighted for summation by the corresponding entry in the
core tensor.
For more detailed information on reduced-rank tensor
approximations and the definitions of n-mode vectors, n-
mode products ×n or outer-products ⊗ in the context
of tensor, matrices and vectors we refer the reader to
[dLdMV00a, dLdMV00b, DLCM08, Kro08, KB09].
B
I3
I1 U(1)
U(3)
=
I3
I1
I2
R3
R1 I2
U(2)
R2
A˜
Figure 1: Visualization of the equation A˜ = B×1 U(1)×2
U(2)×3 U(3).
3.3. Multiscale Tensor Approximation
As mentioned before, the goal is to find a reduced-rank ten-
sor A˜ that approximates a given input data set A with as lit-
tle error ε=∑r,s,t(A[r,s, t]−A˜[r,s, t])2 as possible. The root
mean squared error (RMSE) 1I1·I2·I3
√
ε can then be analyzed
in a rate-distortion sense dependent on the number of (non-
zero) coefficients of the reduced-rank tensor decomposition,
as will be shown in Section 5.
To compute the tensor approximations, we decompose the
volume into a Tucker decomposition. As we demonstrate
in Section 5, different rank-(R1,R2, . . .RN) approximations
yield reconstructions of the original data at different scales
of feature expressiveness and RMSE. Therefore, we call
a Tucker decomposition at varying ranks (R1,R2, . . .RN) a
multiscale approach. In particular, we show in Section 4.3
that different lower rank approximations can be defined pro-
gressively from one initial higher rank-(R1,R2, . . .RN) ap-
proximation. Thus indeed one single tensor decomposition
leads to a multiscale TA representation.
4. Reconstruction
The basic process to reconstruct a volume A˜ from its de-
composition B and U(1..3) is given in Equation 1. Given an
original volume of size I1 · I2 · I3 this involves summation of
R1 ·R2 ·R3 such volumes. However, to improve reconstruc-
tion efficiency in practice, the outer-products can be com-
puted incrementally by rearranging the summation as fol-
lows
A˜=∑
r
U(1)(r) ⊗∑
s
U(2)(s) ⊗∑
t
B[r,s, t] ·U(3)(t) , (2)
resulting in a significantly reduced complexity of only O(R1 ·
I1 · I2 · I3). The order of the modes can be permuted such that
R1 has in fact the smallest rank.
The total space cost of the reduced rank representation
consists of R1 ·R2 ·R3 +R1 · I1 +R2 · I2 +R3 · I3 coefficients
only, in contrast to the I1 · I2 · I3 size of the original volume.
4.1. Spatial Selection
The reconstruction from a reduced rank tensor decomposi-
tion can be localized and restricted in space along any of the
original data dimensions I1..3. As indicated in Figure 2, a se-
lective subspace of the 3D volume can be reconstructed by
limiting the computation in Equations 1 and 2 to the corre-
sponding subranges of the basis matrices U(k) in the index
dimensions Ik respectively.
Therefore, for any given subspace J1×J2×J3 ⊆ I1× I2×
I3 we can construct the reduced-rank basis matrices Û(k) ∈
RJk×Rk by only selecting the Jk ⊆ Ik rows from the original
bases U(k). With these rank-reduced bases Û(k) we can then
perform a partial spatial reconstruction Â. See also Section 5
for examples.
=
R3
R1
R2
⊗ ⊗·=
R1
R2
R3
I1
J1
I2
J2
J3
I3J1
J2
J3
Û(1) Û(2) Û(3)BÂ
Figure 2: Reconstruction of a spatially localized tensor ap-
proximation Â from rank-reduced basis matrices Û(k).
4.2. Variable Resolution
As shown above, for spatial selection the reconstruction can
be reduced in the data dimensions Ik. However, not only can
the data dimensions Ik be rangebound for spatial selectivity,
but they can also be subsampled and interpolated for varying
spatial resolution as outlined in Figure 3. Hence instead of
selecting a compact subrange of rows we can derive a set of
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reduced-resolution basis matrices U(k) ∈RJk×Rk by subsam-
pling the original basesU(k) at any reduced rate Jk < Ik in the
corresponding index dimensions. A lower resolution volume
A can then be reconstructed from these reduced-resolution
bases.
Various re-sampling and interpolation methods can be
considered to define the reduced-resolution bases U(k).
However, simple regular subsampling achieves very good
results as demonstrated in Section 5. Furthermore, similar
to mipmapping [Wil83], reduced resolution matrix pyramids
could be generated to form a multiresolution hierarchy of
TAs.
R1
R1
I1
J1
R2
I2
J2
R2 J3
I3
R3
U
(1)
U
(2)
U
(3)
R3
B · ⊗ ⊗
R1
R2
R3
J2
J3
=A
=J1
Figure 3: A reduced resolution tensor approximationA from
reduced-resolution basis matrices U(k).
4.3. Progressive Reconstruction
The data dimensions Ik define the original spatial extent and
resolution of the data set and can be used for variable spa-
tial reconstruction as outlined above. After the HOSVD, the
tensor decomposition according to Equation 1 exhibits in its
rank space a natural order, where the ranks with a higher im-
pact on the data set are generally ordered first. Consequently,
an initial high-quality tensor approximation with large rank
dimensions (R1, . . .RN) yields a truly integrated multiscale
tensor approximation that allows variable rank reconstruc-
tion using any index subranges rk ∈ 1 . . .≤ Rk.
Nevertheless, the given rank order from the HOSVD de-
composition is not the only exclusive solution to find all
properties/features in a data set. In fact, the order of the col-
umn vectors of each basis U(k) could be shifted, correspond-
ing to exchanging k-mode planes of coefficients in the core
tensor B accordingly. For example, the basis column vectors
could be ordered according to their accumulated factors in
B: for U(1)(r) we compute its weight as ∑s,t B[r,s, t] and then
permutate the column vectors of U(1) in decreasing order.
Note that since the data dimensions Ik and the rank space
Rk are independent of each other, spatial selection or resam-
pling in Ik can be combined orthogonally with progressive
reconstruction in Rk. Hence a spatially selective multires-
olution and multiscale reconstruction can be defined using
the proposed rank-reduced tensor decomposition, approxi-
mation and reconstruction framework.
5. Experimental Results
5.1. Experimental Setup
For the application of TA to structural volume data, there are
three phases: (a) definition of the reduced ranks (R1,R2,R3),
(b) decomposition of the volume A into a core tensor B and
three basis matrices U(1),U(2), and U(3), and (c) reconstruc-
tion of the volume A˜ from the reduced rank tensor decom-
position. For our experiments in this paper, an HOOI gen-
erating a rank-(R1,R2,R3) approximation was used. In order
to achieve various reduction levels, a series of different rank-
(R1,R2,R3) approximations are compared.
The choice of ranks chosen for different tensor ap-
proximations is often done experimentally (comparing
the approximations visually). As a rule of thumb for
our experiments we reduce the ranks for each compres-
sion/approximation level by an additional factor of two for
every dimension IN . I.e., we have chosen the ranks accord-
ing to the following scheme: For the first compression ra-
tio, the ranks (R1,R2,R3) were chosen at half the size of the
original dimensions, i.e., for a volume with the dimensions
I1× I2× I3 the ranks were set to Rk = Ik2 ; and for each itera-
tion of rank reduction the Rk were further divided by 2. The
same function of ranks has already been applied by others
authors, e.g. [WXC∗08].
Note that in the present experiments we perform
the tensor decomposition as well as the volume recon-
struction in Matlab using the Matlab Tensor Classes
[BK06, BK07, BK, KS08], which achieve the Tucker de-
composition by implementing the HOSVD [dLdMV00a]
and HOOI [dLdMV00b]. The initial guess for the Tucker
ALS is computed on eigenvalues. Therefore, while we can
demonstrate the reduction and approximation power of TA
and its applicability to feature-preserving multiscale volume
representation, the implementation and experiments in Mat-
lab do not already lead to a system applicable to multi-GB
volume data sets. Hence moderately sized models have been
used to demonstrate the capability of the outlined TA ap-
proach.
5.2. Applications
We assess the performance of the new TA approach with
two different types of volume data sets. First, we use the
bonsai tree example to assess how TA performs compared to
state-of-the-art methods (see Section 5.3), especially regard-
ing feature detection versus compression efficiency. Second,
we test the performance of TA in rendering periodic features
at various spatial scales, using as examples synchrotron mi-
crostructural data of tooth enamel and synthetic data simu-
lating periodic microstructures (Section 5.4). The bonsai tree
represents an object with conspicuous features at multiple
scales: trunk, branches, and leaves. An effective multiscale
approach should be able to characterize these different ob-
jects as a function of the data reduction level. Ideally, the
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specific features should turn on and off on their adequate re-
spective levels.
We have compared the data reduction and the associ-
ated feature extraction ability of tensor approximation to
the state-of-the-art, i.e., wavelet transform. Specifically, we
show multilevel Haar wavelet reconstructions. While other
wavelets may generated smoother reconstructions (Fig-
ure 4), such wavelets nevertheless suffer from the same gen-
eral problem of being least-squares optimized instead of fea-
ture sensitive. Thus the original data is reconstructed as best
as possible at different resolutions but not specifically at dif-
ferent scales of features.
(a) WT (b) WT (c) WT (d) WT (e) TA
Figure 4: Comparison of wavelets at NNC = 311296:
(a) Haar WT, (b) Biorthogonal 9/3 WT, (c) Daubechies3 WT,
(d) discrete Meyer WT, (e) rank-(64,64,64) TA.
5.3. Feature Expressiveness
Figure 5 shows the comparison of TA and a seven-level WT
at corresponding compression ratios. For each reconstruc-
tion, the same number of non-zero coefficients (NNC) has
been chosen. In TA, the NNC = R1 ·R2 ·R3 +R1 · I1 +R2 ·
I2 +R3 · I3 represents the number of coefficients of the ten-
sor decomposition, while in WT, we select the NNC most
significant coefficients. A high-quality approximation at half
of the original ranks for TA and corresponding number of
WT coefficients, shows comparable reconstructions in Fig-
ure 5(a) and 5(b). At lower rank reconstructions, however,
the TA is able to extract the larger scale features such as tree
trunk and branches specifically, while the WT still describes
all features but at coarser resolutions. While the WT might
achieve an optimal approximation in a rate distortion sense,
the TA shows a more specific multiscale feature expressive-
ness dependent on the reduction level. An interpretation of
these results together with the analysis of the rate distortion
is given in Section 6.
5.4. Volume Microstructures
The dental enamel data set is interesting here because it
represents periodic growth structures that occur at differ-
ent levels of scale, and exhibit different spatial orientations.
Human tooth enamel has a microstructure that is roughly
comparable to a bunch of densely packed spaghetti (see
simulated dental structures after [JSM03, MJS03] in Fig-
ure 7(b)). During dental enamel formation, each “spaghetto”
(so-called dental enamel prism) elongates in centrifugal di-
rection through the daily apposition of a small segment of
(a) WT, NNC = 1122304 (b) Rank-(128,128,64) TA
(c) WT, NNC = 34816 (d) Rank-(32,32,16) TA
(e) WT, NNC = 2336 (f) Rank-(4,4,2) TA
Figure 5: The 2562×128 bonsai tree reconstructed from dif-
ferent compression levels. (a,c,e) Show WT reconstructions.
(b,d,f) Show TA of different rank-(R1,R2,R3) reductions. TA
achieves much better feature selectivity at different scales
(trunk, branches, leafs) dependent on data reduction levels
than WT.
Figure 6:Cross-sectional image of tooth enamel (pcST data;
scale = 50 microns). Small arrows: cross striations; large
arrows: Retzius lines. The direction of the growth prisms is
orthogonal to the cross striations. From [TS08].
enamel. Daily growth increments are visible as surfaces per-
pendicular to the longitudinal direction of the prisms (so-
called cross striations). In addition, approximately weekly
growth halts are visible as so-called Retzius lines. As shown
in Figure 6, the spatial scale and orientation of these struc-
tures is highly characteristic for each feature. This volume
data set thus represents an ideal test case to assess the per-
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formance of TA regarding the use of axis-aligned versus
feature-aligned basis decompositions. As outlined in Sec-
tion 1.1, the latter method is proposed here to perform two
tasks simultaneously: to compress very large volume data
efficiently and to extract the biologically relevant multiscale
features. We first test the performance of TA with a synthetic
data set simulating dental growth structures as a set of tubes
slightly twisted in two dimensions. As shown in Figure 7
even an extremely compact rank-(4,4,4) TA preserves the pe-
riodic features, while in the WT the features disintegrate and
merge at the corresponding reduction level. Moreover, the
WT approximation in Figure 7(e) shows that the microstruc-
tures can only be reconstructed with a strong bias of axis
alignment.
(a) WT, NNC = 311296 (b) Rank-(64,64,64) TA
(c) WT, NNC = 16384 (d) Rank-(16,16,16) TA
(e) WT, NNC = 3136 (f) Rank-(4, 4, 4) TA
Figure 7: Simulated periodic microstructures (2563, 8bit
voxel depth): (a,c,e) Different approximation levels from
eight-level Haar WT, and (b,d,f) different rank-(R1,R2,R3)
TA with corresponding NNC. In contrast to WT, TA achieves
a feature-preserving reconstruction with very few coeffi-
cients (3136).
Results of TA application to real microstructural data
of tooth enamel are shown in Figure 8 and 9. Figure 8
demonstrates that a compact TA (rank-(2,2,2); 392 coeffi-
cients) permits to highlight features (growth prisms) that
are difficult to identify and visualize in the original data set
(Figure 8(a)–8(d)). The corresponding NNC of the WT re-
construction cannot characterize any features (Figure 8(e)–
8(h)). Figure 9 demonstrates TA-based multiscale feature
extraction. Different rank-(R1,R2,R3) approximation levels
highlight the specific periodic microstructures explained in
Figure 6. TA thus has great potential to be a highly effective
shape-preserving feature detector at multiple scales.
5.5. Selective Reconstruction
With the visualizations in Figures 10 and 11 we demonstrate
the selective reconstruction of a subsample of row vectors
of the basis matrices as described in the Sections 4.1 and
4.2. In Figure 10(a) we show the selective reconstruction
for the trunk with a subset of the basis matrices vectors,
using U(1)(80...190),U
(2)
(150...256) and U
(3)
(15...90). In Figure 10(b)
the subset of basis matrices vectors to selectively reconstruct
some branches have been chosen as U(1)(1...128),U
(2)
(1...128) and
U(3)(1...128). The same concept, only using a sub-set of the basis
matrices vectors for a lower resolution reconstruction, has
been applied to perform a subsampling of the volume (Fig-
ure 11).
(a) (b)
Figure 10: Selective parts of the 2562×128 bonsai tree re-
constructed from a rank-(128,128,64) TA and with different
subsets of basis matrices row vectors. Either (a) the trunk or
(b) the branches could be selectively reconstructed.
(a) (b)
Figure 11: Subsampling: (a) for the volume in Figure 10(a)
and (b) for the volume in Figure 10(a).
5.6. Rate Distortion
The performance of TA versus WT can also be compared in
terms of rate distortion (Figure 12), i.e., measuring the root
mean-square error (RMSE) of each approximation relative
to the original data set. For the simulated periodic growth
structures, the rate distortion for TA was significantly bet-
ter than for WT. However, in all the other examples, the rate
distortion curves for corresponding WT and TA are either
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(a) Rank-(32,32,32) TA (b) Rank-(16,16,16) TA (c) Rank-(8,8,8) TA (d) Rank-(2,2,2) TA
(e) WT, NNC = 38912 (f) WT, NNC = 7168 (g) WT, NNC = 2048 (h) WT, NNC = 392
Figure 8: Structural volume data of tooth enamel acquired with phase contrast synchrotron tomography (643 voxels, 16bit voxel
depth, 0.75 microns resolution per voxel). (a-d) reconstructions from four different rank reductions of a tensor decomposition;
(e-h) eight-level Haar wavelet reconstructed volumes at corresponding compression levels (= the same number of non-zero
coefficients). Note that TA achieves high compression ratios, and simultaneously extracts/highlights relevant features (growth
prisms) in the data set by moving from a high-ranked to a low-ranked tensor decomposition. WT does not recover these features
even at moderate compression rates.
(a) Original (b) Rank-(64,64,64) TA (c) Rank-(32,32,32) TA (d) Rank-(8,8,8) TA
Figure 9: Periodic microstructures in tooth enamel (2563, 16bit voxel depth, 0.75 microns per voxel). (a) original data set;
(b)-(d) feature extraction/visualization with different rank-(R1,R2,R3) approximations (on the front side of the volume, growth
prisms are oriented left-to-right; Retzius lines are oriented bottom-left to top-right).
close to each other or WT is slightly better. These results
can be interpreted as follows: RMSE is an optimal mea-
sure of goodness-of-fit for data sets under the hypothesis that
features exhibit a random distribution. The WT method per-
forms well regarding this criterion, but it cannot recover fea-
tures exhibiting non-random distributions (see Figures 7–9).
The TA method, on the other hand, performs well in terms of
non-random feature extraction; this results in slightly worse
RMSE values, because random information is filtered out.
5.7. Performance
The complexity for the inverse discrete WT in three modes
is O(C · I1 · I2 · I3), where the constant C depends on the
filter F and the number of levels L of a multilevel WT,
C = L · 6 · F · (F − 1). Note that this computational com-
plexity estimate does not yet include the computational costs
for the e.g. run length encoding to eliminate the thresholded
wavelet coefficients. The complexity for TA would require
O(R1 ·R2 ·R3 · I1 · I2 · I3) operations in a straightforward im-
plementation. However, the reconstruction complexity can
be optimized and hence reduced to only O(R1 · I1 · I2 · I3)
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Figure 12: Rate distortion for TA and WT<levels> recon-
structions (see Figures 5, 7, 9).
(see Section 4). Both, the complexity for WT and TA grow
with increasing volume size. The complexity for WT also in-
creases with the squared filter size, while the complexity for
TA depends on the smallest achievable rank. In-depth inves-
tigations on the complexity of TA and its potential regarding
a sufficient rank reduction has been made in [KK07].
6. Interpretation of Experiments
As has been shown earlier in the graphics field
[WWS∗05, WXC∗08], at large compression ratios, TA
can generate higher quality images than WT or principal
components analysis (PCA). Here, we went one step
further and showed that the mathematical framework of TA
not only permits to generate high-quality images at high
compression rates, but also permits to quantify, characterize,
and visualize non-random features in structural volume
data. Such features can be highlighted by using different
approximation/ compression levels for the reconstruction.
Classical approaches such as the WT do not achieve
comparable results. We also showed that classical measures
of compression quality, such as rate distortion diagrams,
are of limited use to assess the quality of feature extraction
methods. Here, new procedures need to be implemented,
which permit comparative quantitative analysis of the
performance of compression-based feature detectors.
As exposed in the Introduction, the TA approach proposed
here represents a first step toward the implementation of new
tools for interactive rendering of very large volume data sets
in the range of 100s GB. The path toward such a goal can be
sketched as follows: (A) Here, we demonstrated the feature-
preserving capabilities of TA at high compression rates. (B)
Extension to large volumes can proceed via volume bricking
techniques. Bricking is required because the reconstruction
of the tensor decomposition increases in cubic order. At the
same time, bricking permits out-of-core techniques to load
very large data sets (similar approaches have already been
proposed in [WWS∗05, WXC∗08]), and it is an ideal pre-
condition for parallelizing the TA computational workload.
Further research into parallel, hierarchical and out-of-core
TA methods is thus necessary to achieve extension to the
100-GB-volume rendering domain.
7. Conclusion
New data acquisition techniques lead to volume data sets
of ever-increasing size, which tend to be one step ahead of
the available graphics sources for interactive visualization.
There is thus an ongoing need to develop new data com-
pression/feature extraction methods to tackle the resulting
performance bottlenecks. This paper represents a proof-of-
concept study demonstrating that TA methods represent a
powerful progressive approach to (a) represent microstruc-
tural volume data sets at high compression ratios, and (b)
simultaneously extract relevant features at different spa-
tial scales. We have shown that, compared to classical ap-
proaches such as WT, the TA approach is especially ap-
propriate to concomitantly perform compression/feature ex-
traction, because the tensor decompositions have feature-
aligned bases, i.e., they represent at least three-dimensional
spatial correlations of the structures of interest. We con-
clude that TA has a great potential as a progressive multi-
scale feature-preserving volume approximations approach.
Finally, we provide a scenario of how the specific capabil-
ities of TA can be used to tackle the “very large volume
rendering problem”.
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